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"Methodology can only bring us reflective understanding of the means which have demonstrated their value in practice by raising them to the level of explicit consciousness; it is no more the precondition of fruitful intellectual work than the knowledge of anatomy is the precondition of "correct" walking. ... If methodological work -- and this is naturally its intention -- can at some point serve the practice of the historian directly, it is indeed by enabling him once and for all to escape the danger of being imposed on by a philosophically embellished diletantism."

Max Weber

Sociology has founded its scientific credentials on imitating the method of the physical sciences as understood by philosophers. Regulative principles such as Mill's "canons of induction," Hempel's "deductive-nomological explanation," or Popper's "falsificationism" are laid down as the scientific method. However, these principles evolved more from philosophical speculation than from careful empirical examination of the "hard" sciences from which they derived their legitimacy. Indeed, when philosophers turned to history and the actual practice of science they found their principles violated. New understandings of science emerged, motivated less by the search for a single abstract universal method and more by the need to explain the growth of scientific knowledge. My purpose in this article is to explore the implications for sociology of adopting one of these historically rooted conceptions of science, namely the methodology of scientific research programs proposed by Imre Lakatos, by comparing it with the standard methodology of induction.1

Organizing and concretizing the comparison requires examples of each methodology that study a similar object in a substantively similar manner. For reasons that will become apparent it is difficult to find pure cases of each methodology, let alone cases that combine comparable

theories with different methodologies. I chose Theda Skocpol’s *States and Social Revolutions* and Leon Trotsky’s *Results and Prospects* for the following reasons. First, with important qualifications, they do exemplify the methodologies of induction and research program. Second, both works deal with the causal logic of social revolutions in comparative perspective. Third, they dwell on very similar explanatory variables. Both stress the importance of class struggle, the autonomy of the state, and international relations in the causes as well as the outcomes of revolutions. Thus, Skocpol stresses politico-military crises of state and class domination, the emergence rather than making of revolutionary situations, the uneven development of capitalism, transnational economic relations, and an international system of competing states, world time, and organizational and ideological developments between revolutions, and finally the state as a potentially autonomous structure and independent actor both at home and abroad. These are precisely the factors Trotsky lays out not only in the work cited above but in his monumental *The History of the Russian Revolution*. Because the similarities are so considerable the differences can be more easily isolated and attributed to their divergent methodologies.

It is one of the merits of Skocpol’s *States and Social Revolutions* that it attempts to follow rigorously Mill’s canons of induction. With a resolution unmatched in historiography Skocpol pursues the causes of social revolutions by examining what “successful” ones have in common and then trying to isolate those causal factors that distinguish successful from “failed” revolutions. Her intent is clear, “How are we ever to arrive at new theoretical insights if we do not let historical patterns speak to us, rather than always viewing them through the blinders, or heavily tinted lenses, of pre-existing theories?”

Induction then is the process of inferring causal explanations from “pre-existing facts.” Among the philosophers of science Karl Popper has been the most celebrated opponent of this view, arguing that without a mechanism for selecting among the facts there is no way of inferring theories. Theories or, as he calls them, conjectures are necessarily prior to the facts that they organize and select. Furthermore, facts are not to be used to verify conjectures but to refute them. Although this is a widely defended position, it is also untenable. Because all theories are born refuted and remain refuted, if we followed Popper’s prescription knowledge would be in perpetual chaos rather than grow. We would have no theories if we always abandoned them when they were refuted by facts.
These conclusions led Lakatos to argue that science develops not through refuting theories but by refuting refutations or at least refuting some refutations and ignoring others.7 Research programs emerge out of the attempt to protect the premises of earlier scientific achievements against refutation. Scientists define certain hard core postulates, which they accept by convention. According to the methodological principle Lakatos calls the negative heuristic, refutations of the hard core are not allowed. Scientists defend the hard core of their research program against falsification by various strategies, some of which lead to progressive problemshifts and others to degenerating problemshifts. Protective strategies lead to degenerating research programs when they reduce the empirical content of the core postulates by restricting their scope or by labelling anomalies, that is, puzzles or theoretically unexpected outcomes, as exceptions.8 Progressive problemshifts, on the other hand, resolve anomalies by introducing auxiliary theories that expand the explanatory power of the core postulates. Here scientists follow the methodological principle Lakatos calls the positive heuristic, which is a research policy, made up of models and exemplars, for digesting anomalies by constructing theories consistent with the hard core. In other words, a progressive defense of the hard core takes the form of an expanding belt of theories that increase the corroborated empirical content and solve successive puzzles. Scientists should not evaluate one isolated theory against another but rather sequences of theories that make up research programs. According to Lakatos, therefore, scientific revolutions replace degenerating with progressive research programs.

I shall try to show that Trotsky’s theory of the Russian revolution can be viewed as part of a progressive Marxist research program. The main focus will be on his 1906 formulation in Results and Prospects: “the most radical restatement of the prognosis of the Socialist revolution undertaken since Marx’s Communist Manifesto.”9 That Trotsky long predated Lakatos is no reason to deny the relevance of the methodology of research programs. Successful science does not depend on following an articulated methodology.10 Indeed, some would even say that too much methodological self-consciousness is an obstacle to good science. According to Michael Polanyi, scientists work with inexplicit “tacit skills” and “personal knowledge” that stem from “dwelling in” a research tradition.11 This is one, but not the main, reason why the elaboration of the principles of the research program will, of necessity, have a less definitive character than the corresponding elaboration of the principles of induction. More importantly, the canons of induction
claim to apply to all scientific contexts whereas each research program has its own distinctive principles, or "heuristics" as Lakatos calls them. There cannot be any methodological prescriptions that apply across all research programs.\textsuperscript{12}

But I am not concerned simply to compare the two methodologies. In addition I evaluate them in terms of their capacity to advance the science of sociology. However, we need to be clear about the meaning of "scientific advance." I propose to use Popper's three criteria for the growth of knowledge.\textsuperscript{13} First a new theory should proceed from some "simple, new, and powerful, unifying idea." Second, the new theory should be "independently testable," that is, it must lead to the prediction of new, unexpected phenomena rather than simply accounting for existing phenomena. Third, we require that the theory "pass some new, and severe tests," that is, some of the predictions must be corroborated.

How do the two approaches measure up to these criteria? Both Skocpol and Trotsky introduce a "simple, new, and powerful, unifying idea." Skocpol proposes that successful revolutions occur as a result of structural circumstances whereas Trotsky elaborates his theories of combined and uneven development and of permanent revolution to explain the causes and outcomes of different revolutions. Are their theories "independently testable" and do they "pass some new and severe tests?" Skocpol, as I shall try and show, balks at predicting novel phenomena and so avoids the challenge of severe tests whereas Trotsky, in 1906, successfully predicts the outcome as well the outbreak of the Russian revolution but fails in his anticipation of revolution in the West.

With respect to Popper's criteria of scientific advance Trotsky surpasses Skocpol. This is particularly surprising since – in contrast to Skocpol's detachment, aspirations to science and claims to be true to "historical patterns" – Trotsky, as a leading participant in the events he analyzes, casts norms of positivist objectivity to the wind. He does not pursue the "treacherous impartiality" of the historian who would "...stand upon the wall of a threatened city and behold at the same time the besiegers and the besieged."\textsuperscript{14}

The question then has to be posed: why should the one have fallen short and the other succeeded in fulfilling Popper's second and third criteria? One answer is that Trotsky's innate genius allows him to stand head and shoulders above all of us, even Skocpol. But that's not very
helpful, there's method even in genius. A second answer, the essential rival to the one given in this article, is that the execution of the method rather than the method itself is the source of the differences. This view has two variants. One might argue, as Stinchcombe has, that there is only one true method, the method of induction and Trotsky executes it better than Skocpol. Or one might argue there are indeed two methods but Trotsky carries out his method with greater finesse than Skocpol carries out her's. In this article I hope to demonstrate the opposite. First, there are indeed two methodologies that hold different implications for the development of science. Second, Skocpol carries out Mill's canons with consummate skill until it breaks down, whereas Trotsky, at decisive points, deviates from the research program methodology. That is, neither follows a single method consistently -- as I shall show, fortunately for Skocpol and unfortunately for Trotsky. Skocpol rises above her method while Trotsky sinks below this, yet Trotsky still makes the greater scientific advance, thereby underscoring the superiority of research programs over induction.

The inherent limitations of Mill's canons of induction compelled Skocpol to violate its principles at crucial points. However, to the extent that she actually does follow Mill's method her work tends to suffer. First, the method of induction denies her the possibility of demonstrating the theory she claims to be demonstrating. Second, far from being a neutral algorithm for deriving theories from facts the method of induction generates theories independent of facts. Third, the method protects its self-generated theory from falsification and competition from other theories. This is encouraged by two methodological assumptions of induction, namely, that in the final analysis the facts (historical patterns) are uncontroversial and that they converge toward one unique theory. Finally, if the method embraces a conception of a one true history, it also tends toward a history of the past discontinuous with the present, a history that pretends to locate the historian outside history. In other words, I try to show that a grounding in the facts turns out to be a grounding in method that separates her from the facts. All this inhibits prediction of novel phenomena. That Skocpol was still able to develop such a powerful theory of revolutions is a tribute to her macrosociological imagination that overrode Mill's methods at crucial points.

Trotsky's strength, on the other hand, lies in his implicit commitment to the methodology of research programs. He grounds himself in a Marxist research program that he elaborates in the light of anomalies, leading him to predictions, some of which are corroborated and others
refuted. But refutation does not lead to the rejection of the Marxist research program but to the construction of new theories on the same Marxist foundation. By throwing up anomalies, history is continually forcing the reconstruction of Marxism, leading, in turn, to the reconstruction of history but also of possible futures. In this conception the historian stands in the midst of history, caught between the future and the past, entering a dialogue with a developing research tradition about the potentialities of the surrounding world. Where Trotsky falls short of the methodology of the research program it is to the detriment of his analysis. His insistence on the revolutionary character of the Western working class is the most startling case of primitive "exception barring" – the refusal to recognize a global counterexample – and certainly limited his contributions to the Marxist research program.

In short, Trotsky does better than Skocpol on Popper's criteria because his modal methodology is that of the research program, while her's is that of induction. Skocpol's analysis shines when she repudiates Mill's canons of induction and pales when she embraces them, just as Trotsky's Marxism flourishes when he adheres to the methodology of research programs but regresses when he departs from its guiding principles. Therefore, emphasizing the inductive features of States and Social Revolutions and the research program features of Results and Prospects – as I must do in order to make my argument – inevitably presents Skocpol in a poorer and Trotsky in a richer light than is warranted by an overall assessment of their respective works.

The analysis that follows is a conjecture that calls for refutation, that is, for an alternative explanation for Trotsky's relative success. To facilitate such a refutation I have organized this article to highlight its general claims. The first part examines Skocpol's work, mainly States and Social Revolutions, and the second part examines Trotsky's work, mainly Results and Prospects. The two works are contrasted in terms of seven antinomies designed to reveal (a) the context of discovery, where we examine how the methodology shapes theory (induction versus deduction, freezing history versus "non-repeating" history, causal factors versus causal processes), (b) the context of justification where I examine how theories are validated (non-falsifiability versus falsifiability, no predictions versus predictions), and (c) the context of the scientist, where I examine how methodology situates the scientist in relation to the world being studied (history of the past versus history of the future, standing outside history versus standing at the center of history).\textsuperscript{16}
Skocpol

1. The method of induction

Skocpol writes that comparative historical analysis has “a long and distinguished pedigree in social science. Its logic was explicitly laid out by John Stuart Mill in his *A System of Logic.*”\(^{17}\)

Basically one tries to establish valid associations of potential causes with the given phenomenon one is trying to explain. There are two main ways to proceed. First, one can try to establish that several cases having in common the phenomenon one is trying to explain also have in common a set of causal factors, although they vary in other ways that might have seemed causally relevant. This approach is what Mill called the “Method of Agreement.” Second, one can contrast the cases in which the phenomenon to be explained and the hypothesized causes are present to other cases in which the phenomenon and the causes are both absent, but which are otherwise as similar as possible to the positive cases. This procedure Mill labeled the “Method of Difference.”\(^{18}\)

Skocpol applies these two principles to discover “the generalizable logic at work in the entire set of revolutions under discussion.”\(^{19}\) She defines social revolution as “the coincidence of societal structural change with class upheaval; and the coincidence of political and social transformation.”\(^{20}\) For the purposes of her analysis of classical revolutions in France, China, and Russia she reduces social revolutions to two components: political crisis and peasant revolt.

She begins with an examination of the common factors that give rise to a political crisis in France and China:

> [R]evolutionary crises emerged in both France and China because the Old Regimes came under unwonted pressures from more developed nations abroad, and because those pressures led to internal political conflicts between the autocratic authorities and the dominant classes... [A]utocratic attempts at modernizing reforms from above in France and China... triggered the concerted political resistance of well-organized dominant class forces. In turn, because these forces possessed leverage within the formally centralized machineries of the monarchical states, their resistance disorganized those machineries.... [T]he successful opposition to autocratic reforms inadvertently opened the door to deepening revolutions in France and China alike.\(^{21}\)

In Russia, however, the dominant classes were much weaker and succumbed to state reforms. “In Russia, a weak landed nobility could
not block reforms from above. Yet the agrarian economy and class structure served as brakes upon state-guided industrialization, thus making it impossible for tsarist Russia to catch up economically and militarily with Imperial Germany, her chief potential enemy in the European states system."  

But in all three cases, the state was caught between international pressures calling for reform and the constraints of the agrarian structure which obstructed such reform. "[R]evolutionary political crises emerged in all three Old Regimes because agrarian structures impinged upon autocratic and proto-bureaucratic state organizations in ways that blocked or fettered monarchical initiatives in coping with escalating international military competition in a world undergoing uneven transformation by capitalism."  

The task now is to show that both international pressure and an "organized and independent dominant class with leverage in the state" were necessary ingredients for political crisis. Her two contrasting cases are the Meiji Restoration (1868–1873) in Japan and the Reform Movement in Germany (1807–1815). In both cases, but for different reasons, the dominant class was either not powerful (Germany) or did not have leverage in the state (Japan) and therefore did not create a revolutionary political crisis. So the state was able to introduce reforms without sowing the seeds of revolution.  

The different fates of these agrarian monarchical regimes faced with the challenges of adapting to the exigencies of international uneven development can be explained in large part by looking at the ways in which agrarian relations of production and landed dominant classes impinged upon state organizations.  

So far so good, but note immediately that the contrasting cases do not demonstrate "international pressure" as necessary for the development of a revolutionary political crisis.  

In the next chapter Skocpol examines the necessary conditions for the second component of revolution: peasant revolt. She proceeds as in the previous chapter first with the "method of agreement" and then the "method of difference." She shows how agrarian structures in France and Russia gave autonomy and solidarity to peasant communities, which combined with a political crisis of a repressive state to produce peasant revolt. She now has to demonstrate that both political crisis and peasant autonomy were necessary for peasant revolt. Let us first take political crisis. For long periods of French, Chinese, and Russian history peasant autonomy only gave rise to localized peasant
rebellion. Only with a revolutionary political crisis does societal peasant revolt occur. To establish the necessity of peasant autonomy, on the other hand, Skocpol must produce cases where political crisis did not lead to peasant revolt.

Given that revolutionary political crises had deposed the absolute monarchs and disorganized centralized administrations and armies, agrarian class relations and local political arrangements in France and Russia afforded peasant communities sufficient solidarity and autonomy to strike out against the property and privileges of landlords. Conditions so conducive to peasant revolts were by no means present in all countries. And their absence could account for why a successful social revolution could not occur, even given a societal political crisis.\(^{25}\)

In both the political revolution in England and the failed social revolution in Germany (1848), there was a political crisis but the crucial ingredient for peasant revolt, and thus for social revolution, was missing – an autonomous peasant community. Finally, Skocpol turns to the complex case of China where the peasant community was only potentially autonomous. The potentiality was only realized after 1930 under the direction of a peasant army.

It appears that Skocpol has made a very convincing argument that a successful social revolution involves an agrarian structure paralyzing a state’s response to heightened international pressures, leading to a political crisis, which in turn triggers peasant revolt where peasant communities are autonomous and solidary. Only by combining her two sets of arguments into a single table do some of the flaws become visible (see Table 1).

Establishing the necessity of community autonomy for peasant revolt depends on their being a political crisis in Germany in 1848 and England in 1640. But if this is so, then the original analysis of political crisis for France, China, Russia, Japan, and Germany in 1807 no longer holds. For, examining England in 1640 and Germany in 1848, we discover that neither international conflict nor “an organized and independent dominant class with leverage in the state” is necessary for the development of a political crisis, and therefore of social revolution. In short, the application of Mill’s method to peasant revolt in chapter three undermines its application to political crisis in chapter two.

Mill’s method doesn’t deliver what Skocpol claims for it – namely a generalizable logic of revolutions.\(^{26}\) While it is true that in France, China, and Russia the state was unable to respond effectively to inter-
Table 1. Skocpol’s arguments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Method of agreement Successful revolutions</th>
<th>Method of difference Unsuccessful revolutions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>France</td>
<td>China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International pressure</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organized &amp; independent</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dominant class with</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leverage in state</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prosperous agrarian</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>economy</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solidary and autonomous</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>peasant communities</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political crisis</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peasant revolt</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Y = Yes, Y* = Yes after 1930, N = No.

National pressures due to constraints posed by the agrarian structure, there is nothing in the data to suggest that either such agrarian constraint or international factors were necessary for a classical revolution.27

I am not suggesting that Skocpol’s insight into the structural determinants of revolution are invalid. Not at all, it remains the “simple, new, and powerful unifying idea” that makes her book a classic. I am suggesting that it does not emerge from nor is it confirmed by Mill’s principles of induction. Quite the opposite, applying those principles would seem to falsify her theory.

To sustain her conclusions Skocpol has had to drop her comparative historical method and effectively adopt a conjunctural analysis in which political crises have different causes, according to whether the outcome is a social revolution or not. There is, after all, no reason to
believe that political crises have a unique set of causes. As we shall see, this is an arbitrary assumption that derives from her application of Mill's method.

2. Freezing history

We have just seen how Skocpol's historical intuition gets the better of her proclaimed comparative historical method. At other points, however, her method gets the better of her intuition. In crucial respects her theory is an artifact of the two principles of induction. Method becomes a substitute for theory.

To carry out Mill's method of agreement, she has to make three assumptions. First, the French, Chinese, and Russian revolutions are members of the same class of objects. She defines revolution as "the coincidence of societal structural change with class upheaval; and the coincidence of political with social transformation" so that these three revolutions do indeed appear as particular examples of a single species. Second, the same causal factors operate in all three revolutions, i.e., there is indeed one theory of social revolutions. Third, the causal patterns leading to failed revolutions are different from the causal patterns leading to successful revolutions. That is, the distinction between revolutions that transform political structures and ones that transform social structures is causally salient.

These assumptions are tantamount to freezing world history for three centuries from 1640 to 1947, in the sense that throughout this period revolutions are of a single kind and have the same causes. You might say she is keeping history constant or controlling for history. So that, for example, she dismisses the rise of the working class in Petrograd and Moscow in 1917 as necessary for the Russian revolution because a similar uprising and was not found in the other two revolutions. This conclusion is an artifact of her methodology. She does not justify it on the basis of an examination of the events of the Russian Revolution.

The methodological assumption of a common causal logic has a second consequence. It rules out the possibility that one revolution might inaugurate new conditions for subsequent revolutions. Here too Mill's method prevails over Skocpol's own judgement. Before getting on with the actual analysis of the revolutions, she writes in the introduction,
Attention should be paid to the effects of historical orderings and of world historical change. ... One possibility is that actors in later revolutions may be influenced by developments in earlier ones; for example, the Chinese Communists became conscious emulators of the Bolsheviks and received, for a time, direct advice and aid from the Russian revolutionary regime. Another possibility is that crucial world-historically significant "breakthroughs" – such as the Industrial revolution or the innovation of the Leninist form of party organization – may intervene between the occurrence of one broadly similar revolution and another.33

One might add, following Sewell, that the French Revolution enlarged political discourse through the introduction of the ideas of "revolution" and "nationalism."34 But the method of agreement leads her to smudge out any such historical emulation, borrowings, or breakthroughs. The revolutions have to be constituted as isolated and disconnected events in space and time. They are thereby wrenched out of the organically evolving world history of which they are part.

3. No causal processes

I have argued that the application of Mill's principles of induction to the explanation of peasant revolt undermines its application to the explanation of political crises. On the one hand, in applying the method of difference to the causes of peasant revolt, Skocpol allows political crises to develop out of very different causal contexts. On the other hand, the application of the method of agreement to successful revolutions assumes, without empirical or theoretical justification, that for three centuries the causes of political crises are the same. I will now argue that this same inductive procedure also predisposes toward the central feature of her theory, viz. that revolutions are not "made" but "happen."

According to Mill, "The Law of Causation, the recognition of which is the main pillar of inductive science, is but the familiar truth, that invariability of succession is found by observation to obtain between every fact in nature and some other fact which has preceded it; independently of all considerations respecting the ultimate mode of production of phenomena, and of every other question regarding the nature of 'Things of Themselves.' "35 In seeking a causal logic of social revolutions one therefore looks for empirical regularities or what Skocpol calls "causal associations."36 That is to say, Skocpol looks for the antecedent conditions common to all successful revolutions and
absent in failed revolutions. This use of Humean causality leaves two things unexplained: the existence of the antecedent conditions and the way they cause their outcome.\textsuperscript{37} It is precisely these explanatory silences that predisposes toward the view that revolutions “happen.”\textsuperscript{38}

Her \textit{method} leads to an account of the \textit{factors} of social revolutions but not the social \textit{processes} that make those factors \textit{causes}.\textsuperscript{39} To put it in slightly different terms, the canons of induction aim to discover the \textit{necessary} conditions but not the processes that make those conditions \textit{sufficient} for revolution. An examination of those social processes would involve examining how revolutions are “made.” In short, she comes to the conclusion that revolutions “happen” because her \textit{method} suppresses how they are “made,” because it collapses necessary and sufficient conditions.

This is not to deny that Skocpol spends a great deal of energy describing the processes of revolution – in the analysis of the causes of peasant revolts, or the perceptions of the French landed classes or the struggles among the landed classes in the explanation of the Chinese revolution. Indeed, were it not for these rich and compelling treatments of revolutionary process her book would never have received its well-deserved acclaim. This virtue exists \textit{despite}, not because of, her declared method. The social processes stand outside that method, incidental to the methodological purpose and therefore remain untheorized. She has no theory of how antecedent conditions lead to revolutionary acts.

If Mill’s method, far from being a neutral instrument for deriving a theory from the facts, smuggles in its own undefended theoretical assumptions, a change in method should give different results. In examining the outcomes of revolutions Skocpol drops the strict application of the method of agreement and of differences for the looser strategy in which the ways the old regime collapsed, the timing and nature of peasant revolt, old regime socioeconomic legacies, and world historical events set in motion social struggles among political leaders trying “to assert and make good their claims to state sovereignty.”\textsuperscript{40} Her explanations are “overidentified,” with more independent variables than cases. With so many explanatory factors to manipulate she cannot fail to account for any variation in “state building” particularly when defined as vaguely as “the consolidation of new state organizations.”\textsuperscript{41} If her analysis of outcomes does not have the virtue of boldness and precision, does it at least avoid the pitfalls of her theory of revolutionary
causes, namely the absence of causal mechanisms and the artificial separation of cause and consequence?

In principle, yes; in practice, no. Even such a loose use of the method of agreement and differences compels her to locate the differences and similarities of revolutionary outcomes in the exigencies of the revolutionary crisis. So she is forced to present a picture in which the outcome was already present in the crisis. Stalin's victory was inevitable because, in the circumstances of socialism in one country, his economic and political strategy had greater appeal to political elites. We hear nothing of the struggles between Stalin and the Left Opposition, while the struggle between Stalin and the Right Opposition is reduced to the lack of realism in Bukharin's economic strategy. But why then did not Trotsky triumph in 1924, when he was already advocating collectivization and central planning? Why do we have to wait for Stalin to do this in 1929? Although Skocpol acknowledges their importance, her comparative method does not encourage an analysis of the struggles either within the state or outside the state. In her conception, therefore, revolutionary outcomes are immanent in the revolutionary crisis, while revolutions happen as a result of a constellation of structural factors. So history is reduced to either conditional laws or accidents. In both cases the method leaves no room for human agency.

4. Non-falsifiability

We have seen how the method of induction leads, in some instances to its own rejection (section one) and in other instances to its own arbitrary explanations (sections two and three). So much for the context of discovery, what about the context of justification? Skocpol immunizes her methodologically induced theory against falsification by two different methodological stratagems: by assuming that only one theory can "fit" the "facts" and by refusing to entertain predictions. We deal with the first in this section and the second in the next section.

How does Skocpol claim the superiority of her theory over others? Only in her introduction does she deal with other theories in a sustained fashion. There she argues by assertion. The "purposive image" of revolutions falsely assumes the necessity of value consensus for societal order.^{42} Or relative deprivation theory is too general to disprove,^{43} although she actually invokes a variant of it herself when she gives an account of peasant rebellions.^{44} There is in fact no adjudica-
tion process among different theories. She assumes that if her theory is correct then others must be wrong, that is to say, she assumes a body of unambiguous "pre-existing" facts that, following the right method, uniquely determine theories. The assumption that a body of indisputable facts provide the bedrock of knowledge is fallacious for two reasons. First, facts themselves are not "given." Historical facts, in particular, are created out of a vast body of past events. Second, different theories might fit the same facts equally well. I deal with each fallacy in turn.

Facts are selected. For example, to demonstrate that her own "structural" theory fits the facts Skocpol pays little attention to historical facts that would address the importance of the legitimacy of states, or to the role of political parties. She ignores the very facts that would address the validity of competing theories. But more important, facts are already interpretations. Here Skocpol's work is remarkable for ignoring the controversies that are the bread and water of historians' debates. François Furet's conservative treatment of different interpretations of the French Revolution shows just how debates over "the facts" have been orchestrated around political interests in the present. According to Furet himself the French Revolution was not a revolution at all in Skocpol's sense of a "coincidence of political with social transformation." He would argue that her interpretation mistakes the mythology of the revolution for its reality and that what marks the revolution is not a transformation of social structure but the "collective crystallization" of a new political discourse. The issue here is not who is right, Soboul, Lefebvre, Mazauric, or Furet, but simply that for Skocpol the facts have a certain obviousness that they don't for historians. This becomes particularly problematic when she assumes the existence of a societal political crisis (e.g. in Germany in 1848 or in Japan in 1868) or makes claims about "international pressure." The irony is that, while Skocpol follows the method of induction and insists that historical patterns have their own voice, she pays little attention to the controversies that rage around the historical "facts." She is forced into this blindness in order to get her induction machine off the ground.

In relying on the method of induction, Skocpol not only assumes that the facts are unproblematic but also that, once constituted, they give rise to a unique theory. Alternative theories are compatible with the same "facts." For example, Stinchcombe's reconstruction of the Tocqueville's and Trotsky's accounts of the French and Russian revolutions is a variant of the weak state theory. Revolutions happen when
regimes become ineffective and alternative centers of power emerge. Does Skocpol provide any evidence that this theory is incorrect? If it explains both the successful and the unsuccessful cases then how can she claim the superiority of her theory?

Mill's canons of induction can generate any number of causal explanations from the same facts but cannot discriminate among them on the basis of their truth content. Accordingly, Morris Cohen and Ernest Nagel conclude that the method is useless as a means of discovery or proof. Instead they suggest that it be adapted to eliminate rather than confirm proposed theories. In other words, Skocpol might have been better off using Mill's method to eliminate Marxist or structural functionalist theories of revolution as violating accepted facts while presenting her theory as a bold conjecture. Instead she does the opposite: dismisses alternative theories by fiat and misconstrues induction as confirming the superiority of her own.

5. No predictions

Commitment to principles of induction allows Skocpol to protect her theory from competition with other theories, but does she also protect her theory from facts? Does she make predictions that might be falsified? I have already referred to the passage at the beginning of her book where she lays out her goal: "[T]his book is concerned ... primarily with understanding and explaining the generalizable logic at work in the entire set of revolutions under discussion." At the end she writes:

Such broad resemblances raise the issue of the generalizability of the arguments presented in this book. Can they be applied beyond the French, Russian, and Chinese cases? In a sense, the answer is unequivocally "no." One cannot mechanically extend the specific causal arguments that have been developed for France, Russia, and China into a "general theory of revolutions" applicable to all other modern social revolutions.

Instead of confronting predictions derived from her explanation of classical revolutions, Skocpol develops the rudiments of an alternative theory of modern social revolutions, suited to the political and economic conditions of the last forty years.

Dividing history into two periods, one that is three centuries long (the era of classical revolutions), in which one set of causal factors operate, and one that is forty years long (the era of modern revolutions) in
which a different set of causal factors operate, is certainly a convenient strategy for saving her theory. But it also threatens to undermine her theory. For how does one justify dividing up the entire period from the English revolution to the present into two rather than say four segments? Why isn't there a different causal logic for each of her classical revolutions? After all, the similarity of causal logic was a methodological rather than a theoretical stricture.

It seems that there are only two ways to justify this freezing of history into two blocks. She could claim that modern revolutions are not social revolutions. Or she could derive a set of more general uniformities that encompass the logics of both the modern period and the classical period. Skocpol explicitly repudiates the first alternative in her more recent analysis of the Iranian Revolution. She identifies it as a social revolution and acknowledges that her earlier theory doesn't work: Shi'a Islam was an essential ingredient in an urban-based revolt. "Fortunately [sic], in States and Social Revolutions I explicitly denied the possibility of the fruitfulness of a general causal theory of revolutions that would apply across all times and places." 52

What about the second justification for distinguishing between modern and classical social revolutions? Are there any underlying uniformities that their causal logics share? She recognizes this strategy and draws the following final conclusion from her analysis: "It suggests that in future revolutions, as in those of the past, the realm of the state is likely to be central." 53 Did she have to undertake such an elaborate historical analysis to come to this conclusion? Indeed, isn't the centrality of the state embedded in her very definition of social revolution?

How might she have proceeded if she were interested in developing a causal logic that would span both modern and classical revolutions? According to Skocpol one of the critical aspects that separates the modern period from the classical one is the ability of states to counter revolutions with modern military technology and organization. 54 This would suggest making state capacity a critical variable in her theory of classical revolutions. Throughout the text, Skocpol does indeed make reference to the ability of states to weather storms of international pressure, resistance from the landed classes, and pressure from peasant rebellions. She notes, for examples, that after 1750 England's war-making capacity was greater than France, and that Prussia was financially and militarily stronger in the 1848 crisis than was France in 1789 or Russia in 1917. She calls attention to the strength of the Tsarist state
vis-a-vis its own landed classes and, before the Crimean War, vis-a-vis other major powers. However, she does not theorize the concept of "state capacity" so as to afford her a link between modern and classical revolutions. Such an approach might, for example, have thrown some light on her original interest in the prospects for revolution in South Africa.\textsuperscript{55}

Theories can always be rescued when they fail to correspond to some old or new set of facts. Indeed, according to Lakatos, that is the essence of the growth of scientific knowledge. What is important, however, is the way we deal with such counterexamples. "Monster-barring" (redefining the meaning of social revolution, which Skocpol repudiates) or "exception-barring" (limiting the scope of the original theory to classical revolutions) strategies reduce the empirical content of the theory whereas "lemma-incorporation" (building in an auxiliary theory of state capacity) would enrich the original theory.\textsuperscript{56} Skocpol's division of the history of the world into two – one where her theory works and one where it doesn't – is not a stratagem that furthers our understanding of revolutions. But it does follow from induction's suspicion of prediction and even more fundamentally from its interest in improving conjectures by an increase in truth rather than by the reduction of falsehood. Induction seeks to improve conjectures by avoiding refutations. It purges "the growth of knowledge from the horror of counter-example."\textsuperscript{57}

6. History of the past

We have seen that the application of the method of agreement and method of differences does not discriminate among a number of possible theories and introduces arbitrary and undefended theoretical presuppositions of its own, while creating an air of certainty by insulating the theory from both falsification and competition from other theories. These problems derive from the assumption that history is a "corpus of ascertained facts,"\textsuperscript{58} a bedrock of "irreducible and stubborn facts."\textsuperscript{59} This inductivist school of history sees the present as a vantage point of objectivity from which we can infer generalizations about the past. The remoter the region of the past we investigate the greater the potential for objective history. Insofar as she is committed to induction, Skocpol assumes that the past speaks to us a single message, or a series of messages that converge on some truth, that we can in fact have a history of the past independent of the shifting present. The barrier she erects
between classical revolutions and modern revolutions is only the most startling testimony to her separation of the past from the present. Her refusal to extract any tangible lessons from her analysis of social revolutions equally cuts off the past from the future. But history is inescapably the connection between the past and a future emerging out of the present. “It requires us to join the study of the dead and of the living.” The present constitutes the lens through which we see the past, it generates the problems in whose solution the past can assist, it supplies the vocabulary, the concepts, the theories through which we translate the past into history. As Croce put it, “All history is ‘contemporary history.’”

Even if Mill’s method calls for it, Skocpol herself knows better than to separate the past from the present. In the opening page of her introductory chapter she justifies her interest in revolutions as follows: “[They] have given rise to models and ideals of enormous international impact and appeal – especially where the transformed societies have been large and geopolitically important, actual or potential Great Powers.” As ever, Skocpol’s strength lies in her repudiation of Mill’s canons of induction.

7. Standing outside history

Separating the analysis of the past from the present is necessary to stand outside history as an objective observer. Skocpol, however, makes no such claim to stand outside history. In the preface to States and Social Revolutions, she describes the formative experiences that led her to study social revolutions: political engagement in the early 1970s, the puzzle of South Africa, and her exploration of the historical origins of the Chinese revolution. In her compelling reflections on her career, Skocpol again emphasizes the historical and biographical context to explain how it was that she came to undertake such an ambitious project for her dissertation.

But these reflections only underline the point I am trying to make. While Skocpol recognizes that both she and her theory bridge the past to the future, this recognition is presented as incidental background information, relegated to the preface, to introductory remarks or to an autobiographical statement, but abandoned as she gets on with the method of agreement and difference. The interaction of past and present, of social scientist and the world she inhabits, is included only
to be discounted. It is irrelevant to the scientific process, the serious business of deriving theory from data. And yet we saw in section one above that her method, far from explaining how she obtained her theory of revolutions, actually refuted that theory. In other words Mill's canons conceal rather than reveal the source of her theory.

So where does her theory come from? We may now conjecture that wider social and political currents of the civil rights movement and then the post-Vietnam era also insinuate themselves into her theory. It is not farfetched to argue that the emphasis on international factors reflects, not just a critical appropriation of Barrington Moore and Marxism, but the growing consciousness of the rise and then precipitous fall of U.S. dominance in the international arena, just as the autonomy of the state reflects an executive seemingly beyond the control of the public. Her "structuralism" could be traced to a reaction to the social movements of the 1960s in which she participated, movements that carried with them illusions of dramatic change. Finally, the very adoption of a conventional scientific mode to present such a challenge to reigning orthodoxies might be seen as a strategic move for an "uppity" graduate student to gain credibility within the sociological profession. The irony is that Skocpol is sensitive to currents around her but denies their contribution by falsely presenting their refracted presence in her theory as the product of her method.

8. The paradox of induction

*States and Social Revolutions* is a rich and complex work. It is not univocal but multi-vocal. At one level it is a careful and determined application of Mill's canons of induction. This is certainly how Skocpol announces her method and organizes her analysis. It is her scientific mode. Closer inspection reveals two other, unannounced modes. When the generic method, in which each case is an exemplar of a general law or pattern, breaks down she substitutes the genetic method in which the causal logic is particular to each case. Second, prior theories insinuate themselves without justification as though they emerged from the application of Mill's canons or as macro-sociological imagination. Ironically, these deviations from Mill's method are the source of her "simple, new, and powerful, unifying idea." Her work suffers to the extent that she rigidly adheres to the method of induction. But for my purposes here her doggedness has the advantage of laying bare the limitations of induction. I now summarize these limitations.
(a) **Context of discovery.** In pretending that theory emerges from the facts, induction hides other sources of theory, namely sociological intuitions and methodological rules. Rather than theory being elaborated as a logical structure with empirical implications, it is presented as a summary of the facts.

(b) **Context of justification.** Should further facts appear to refute the theory, the theory is not reconstructed but simply limited in its scope. There is little attempt to put theories to the more severe test of elaborating their implications for the anticipation of novel facts.

(c) **Context of scientist.** Because facts are given and relatively unproblematical, they are best grasped through methods that strip the researcher of "blinders," "lenses," "biases," etc., that stem from identification with historical traditions and involvements in the present.

We are left with two paradoxes. Induction starts out from pre-existing facts but ends up with unexplicated pre-existing theories. Induction strips the scientist of biases and blinders, but overlooks the biases and blinders of method. If "pre-existing facts" are an illusory foundation for social science, does a foundation in "pre-existing theory" fare any better?

**Trotsky**

1. **The method of deduction**

Skocpol situates herself in a *positivist* tradition and *induces* her structural theory from "the facts." Trotsky situates himself within a Marxist *research program* and *deduces* the direction of history.⁶⁴

All scientific research programmes may be characterized by their "hard core." The negative heuristic of the programme forbids us to direct the *modus tollens* at this "hard core." Instead, we must use our ingenuity to articulate or even invent "auxiliary hypotheses," which form a *protective belt* around this core, and we must redirect the *modus tollens* to *these*. It is this protective belt of auxiliary hypotheses which has to bear the brunt of tests and get adjusted and re-adjusted, or even completely replaced, to defend the thus-hardened core. A research programme is successful if it leads to a progressive problemshift; unsuccessful if it leads to a degenerating problemshift.⁶⁵

Trotsky takes as his irrefutable hard core Marx's famous summary of
his studies in the preface to *The Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy*. There Marx describes how history progresses from one mode of production to another. We can divide it into the three postulates of historical materialism: 66

1. At a certain stage of their development, the material productive forces of society come in conflict with the existing relations of production. ... From forms of development of the productive forces these relations turn into their fetters.

2. Then begins an epoch of social revolution. ... In considering such transformations a distinction should always be made between the material transformation of the economic conditions of production, which can be determined with the precision of natural science, and the legal, political, religious, aesthetic or philosophic — in short, ideological forms in which men become conscious of this conflict and fight it out. ...

3. No social order ever perishes before all the productive forces for which there is room in it have developed; and new, higher relations of production never appear before the material conditions of their existence have matured in the womb of the old society itself.

This is obviously not the only way of constructing the hard core of a Marxist research program. It is the one, however, that Trotsky defends against refutation through the development of his theory of “permanent revolution” and that leads him to predict that socialist revolution will first break out in a country of the second rank rather than in the most advanced capitalist country, as Marx had anticipated.

In *Results and Prospects*, written in 1906, Trotsky defends the three postulates as follows. First, "Marxism long ago predicted the inevitability of the Russian Revolution, which was found to break out as a result of the conflict between capitalist development and forces of ossified absolutism." 67 Trotsky describes how Russian absolutism sowed the seeds and then stifled the growth of capitalism in its attempt to defend itself against European states that had grown up on a more advanced economic base. As international rivalry intensified so the Russian state swallowed up more of the surplus and at the same time was unable to develop the parliamentary forms necessary for the growth of capitalism. “Thus, the administrative, military and financial power of absolutism, thanks to which it could exist in spite of social development, not only did not exclude the possibility of revolution, as was the opinion of the liberals, but, on the contrary, made revolution the only way out….” 68
Second, what was to be the character of this revolution? Following Marx the revolutionary outbreak "depends directly not upon the level attained by the productive forces but upon relations in the class struggle, upon the international situation, and finally, upon a number of subjective factors…." In Russia the working class is the only class with the capacity and the will to carry out a bourgeois revolution against an absolutist monarchy but, that once accomplished, it must advance toward socialism, and the success of this is predicated on support from socialist revolution in the West. Therefore, third, the objective prerequisites for socialism are in place in advanced capitalist countries whereas the subjective prerequisites are to be found in Russia. The theory of the permanent revolution – uninterrupted revolution from absolutism toward socialism in Russia and its triggering of revolution in other countries – coordinates the two sets of prerequisites.

We see that Trotsky's theory of permanent revolution seeks to protect the hard core of Marxism from refutation by the failure of revolution in the most advanced capitalist countries. His theory of permanent revolution focuses on the factors that Skocpol also stresses, namely international relations and the autonomy of the state. Both also recognize the critical role of peasant revolt while agreeing that peasants, in Trotsky's words, "are absolutely incapable of taking up an independent political role" or in Skocpol's words "struggle for concrete goals" and "without becoming a nationally organized class-for-themselves." They differ precisely over the role of the working class.

In order to realise the Soviet state, there was required together a drawing together and mutual penetration of two factors belonging to completely different historic species: a peasant war – that is a movement characteristic of the dawn of bourgeois development – and a proletarian insurrection, the movement signalizing its decline. That is the essence of 1917.

Where does this difference come from?

2. History never repeats itself

Skocpol removes the working class from any critical role in the causes of the revolution through methodological fiat, by assuming that all three revolutions are caused by the same factors. Where Skocpol's method leads her to regard the French, Russian, and Chinese revolutions as species of the same phenomenon, having the same antecedent conditions, Trotsky sees different forces operating to produce different
outcomes. Where Skocpol freezes history, for Trotsky: "History does not repeat itself. However much one may compare the Russian Revolution with the Great Revolution, the former can never be transformed into the latter. The 19th century has not passed in vain." 73

What lies behind his assertions? What is the positive heuristic, "the partially articulated set of suggestions or hints on how to change, develop the 'refutable variants' of the research-programme, how to modify, sophisticate, the 'refutable' protective belt" 74? For Trotsky the central principle that inspires the Marxist problem-solving machinery is the view that history is the history of class struggle. Trotsky adopts as an "exemplar" or "model" Marx's analyses of the abortive revolution of 1848 in France in Class Struggles in France and The Eighteenth Brumaire. But he goes beyond them in trying to show how the development of capitalism on a world scale creates a different balance of class forces in different nations.

In the French Revolution the people -- petty bourgeois, workers, and peasants -- were united under Jacobin leadership to overthrow the feudal order. The French revolution was indeed a national revolution in which bourgeois society settled its accounts with the dominant feudal lords of the past. But capitalism was still embryonic and the proletariat weak and insignificant. The failed German revolution of 1848 reflected the development of capitalism within a distinctive social structure.

In 1848 the bourgeoisie was already unable to play a comparable role. It did not want and was not able to undertake the revolutionary liquidation of the social system that stood in its path to power. We know now why that was so. Its aim was -- and of this it was perfectly conscious -- to introduce into the old system the necessary guarantees, not for its political domination, but merely for a sharing of power with the forces of the past. It was meanly wise through the experience of the French bourgeoisie, corrupted by its treachery and frightened by its failures. It not only failed to lead the masses in storming the old order, but placed its back against this order so as to repulse the masses who were pressing forward ... The revolution could only be carried out not by it but against it. 75

All other classes -- urban petty bourgeois, peasantry, intellectuals, and workers -- were too weak and divided to carry through a revolution against feudal absolutism. In particular, "The antagonism between the proletariat and the bourgeoisie, even within the national framework of Germany, had gone too far to allow the bourgeoisie fearlessly to take up the role of national hegemon, but not sufficiently to allow the working class to take up that role." 76
If the development of capitalism in Germany produced a stalemate of class forces, in Russia it shifted the balance of power in the direction of the working class. As a late developer, Russian industry had been infused with foreign capital and nurtured by the state. The state itself, facing international political competition with technically and militarily more advanced states, squeezed the rural economy and suffocated the nascent capitalism. The result was a weak bourgeoisie dependent upon the state and foreign banks. At the same time, by skipping stages of development and transplanting the most advanced forms of industry directly onto Russian soil, capitalism concentrated workers into large factories. Recently torn from their feudal moorings and with only weak craft traditions to contain depredations from the state, the new working class could only resist successfully through revolutionary insurgency. Both the objective necessity of a revolution against absolutism as well as its subjective possibility were laid by the international development of capitalism and its grafting onto the backward Russian social structure.77

In explaining the different outcomes of the French, Russian, and failed German revolutions, Trotsky develops his second theory, that of the *combined and uneven development of capitalism on a world scale* and how this sets parameters on the form of class struggles. Capitalism continually expands and transplants itself onto foreign soils and combines with different social structures to produce different constellations of class forces, so that revolutionary changes take on distinctive national characters. “It would be a stupid mistake simply to identify our revolution with the events of 1789–93 or of 1848. … The Russian Revolution has a quite peculiar character, which is the result of the peculiar trend of our entire social and historical development, and which in its turn open before us quite new historical prospects.”78 The theories of permanent revolution on the one hand and of combined and uneven development on the other support each another in protecting the theses of historical materialism – the hard core of the Marxist research program.

3. *Causal processes*

We saw earlier how Skocpol's method of induction reduced causal processes to causal associations, causal forces to antecedent conditions. Her method led her to behead a second element of the positive heuristic concerning the role of objective and subjective forces in history: “Men make their own history, but they do not make it just as they
please; they do not make it under circumstances chosen by themselves, but under circumstances directly found, given and transmitted from the past.” 79 This is the leitmotif for Trotsky’s analysis of history, except that he seeks to develop further Marx’s ideas about the development of the conditions handed down from the past, the way these shape class struggles and how these in turn reshape conditions. Where in Marx the analysis of history as made by people was often separated from the analysis of history as unfolding behind the backs of people, Trotsky brings the two closer together.

In *The History of the Russian Revolution* Trotsky vividly portrays the crumbling of the Russian class structure and the rising fortune of the revolution as the interweaving of micro and macro social processes. There is no space to do justice to Trotsky’s majestic analysis here. Arthur Stinchcombe’s fascinating rendition of Trotsky’s theory stresses the following. 80 The Provisional Government loses its authority due to declining effectiveness and to the development of alternative centers of power in which peasants and workers can participate. The erosion of government authority affects the working class, the soldiers, and the peasantry differently at different times, differences that can be explained in terms of their social, political, or geographical position. As institutions lose their purposive character, they become social fields of open struggle. Finally, Stinchcombe points to Trotsky’s diagnosis of the accumulation of micro processes that change the revolution’s momentum at critical junctures as well as opening up new historical possibilities for contending forces. 81

Instead of Skocpol’s artificial detachment of cause and consequence – revolution, its antecedents, and its outcomes – Trotsky focuses on the social process of revolution. “The pulse or event conception of cause, popularized by Hume and by the psychological experiment, fits very uncomfortably with Trotsky’s mode of analysis. There is no event that causes the army to be less ready to go into rebellion than the workers, but ‘molecular processes’ of contrasting speeds.” 82 He carries forward Marx’s project of establishing the micro-foundations of a macro-sociology, of understanding how individuals make history but not necessarily in ways of their own choosing. 83

The molecular processes which set the revolution in motion also propel it forward into the future. As he anticipated as early as 1906, in Russia, once the proletariat comes to power with the support of the peasantry
it cannot stop at a democratic revolution but will have to go forward toward collectivism and neutralize opposition from the peasantry.\textsuperscript{84}

The very fact of the proletariat's representatives entering the government, not as powerless hostages, but as the leading force, destroys the border-line between maximum and minimum programme: that is to say it places collectivism on the order of the day. The point at which the proletariat is held up in its advance in this direction depends upon the relation of forces, but in no way upon the original intentions of the proletarian party.\textsuperscript{85}

The duality of revolutionary process, namely the concentration of bourgeois and proletarian revolution in a single process, would define the distinctive problems of the new socialist regime. A ruling caste, a dictatorship over the proletariat, would emerge because the forces of production are underdeveloped, because sections of the peasantry together with elements of the landed classes, bourgeoisie, and petty bourgeoisie would combine forces to overthrow the socialist order, and because the working class would be decimated and exhausted in the ensuing civil war, thus allowing the detachment of the communist leadership from its working-class base. This is the scenario Trotsky anticipates already in 1906 and paints more vividly thirty years later in \textit{The Revolution Betrayed}.

Thus where Skocpol sees the rise of Stalinism as \textit{immanent} within the peculiar historical circumstances in which the revolution was forged, Trotsky sees these as the \textit{context} of struggles, reconstructed in each subsequent critical conjuncture. Indeed, following Deutscher, one can see the end of the New Economic Policy and the subsequent imposition of forced industrialization and collectivization in 1929 and 1930 as continuing the permanent revolution that Trotsky had anticipated in 1906.\textsuperscript{86} Already in exile, Trotsky himself did not regard Stalin's Left course in this light. He was too strongly imbued with Lenin's vision that once the socialist revolution had taken place it would \textit{evolve} toward communism. He saw the continuity of the permanent revolution in its international dimension. Its failure there, however, had driven the permanent revolution inward, where it took the form of Stalin's revolution from above.

History is determinate for Trotsky but he allows subjective as well as objective factors to pave the way to the future. Soviet Thermidor under the flag of socialism in one country was only one of several responses that emerged in the decade after the revolution. His own position of fomenting international revolution was one alternative and Bukharin's
advocacy of the continuation of NEP was another. Writing in 1936, Trotsky interprets the “zig-zags” in the post-revolutionary period as a social process, enabling him to anticipate the future. “The scientific task, as well as the political, is not to give a finished definition to an unfinished process, but to follow all its stages, separate its progressive from its reactionary tendencies, expose their mutual relations, foresee possible variants of development, and find in this foresight a basis for action.” 87

4. Falsifiability

By taking the facts as given and by assuming that only one theory can fit the facts, Skocpol justifies shunning any trial of validity between her theory and other theories and closing herself off to refutation. Trotsky, on the other hand, roots himself in Marxism and sees his task as resolving the anomalies generated by Marxism, that is, turning counterexamples into corroborations of the Marxist hard-core premises by building new theories. The positive heuristic saves the scientist from drowning in the “ocean of anomalies” that all research programs face. 88 The point is to select among the anomalies those whose solution one expects to advance most successfully the research program. The development of a research program depends, therefore, on the articulation and clarification of its apparent refutations and on a mechanism for ordering and then digesting them.

Different belts of Marxism are defined by the anomalies they seek to solve. German Marxism had to confront the expanding working-class support for a social democratic party that did not challenge the framework of capitalism. Out of this emerged three major constellations of theory – those of Kautsky, Luxemburg, and Bernstein. Russian Marxism confronted the opposite anomaly: a strong and radical working class in a nation that was economically and politically backward. “In spite of the fact that the productive forces of the United States are ten times as great as those of Russia, nevertheless the political role of the Russian proletariat, its influence on the politics of its own country and the possibility of its influencing the politics of the world in the near future are incomparably greater than in the case of the proletariat of the United States.” 89

As we have seen, Trotsky sought to reconstruct Marx’s view, explicit in the three volumes of Capital, that the most advanced society shows to
the more backward societies their future, "De Te Fabula Narratur," and that therefore socialist revolution will occur first in the capitalist country whose forces of production are the most developed. For Marx's linear view of history, he substitutes the theory of combined and uneven development of capitalism.

The laws of history have nothing in common with a pedantic schematism. Unevenness, the most general law of the historic process, reveals itself most sharply and complexly in the destiny of the backward countries. Under the whip of external necessity their backward culture is compelled to make leaps. From the universal law of unevenness thus derives another law which, for lack of a better name, we may call the law of combined development — by which we mean the drawing together of the different stages of the journey, a combining of separate steps, an amalgam of archaic with more contemporary forms. Without this law, to be taken of course in its whole material content, it is impossible to understand the history of Russia, and indeed of any country of the second, third or tenth cultural class.90

The political counterpart to the theory of combined and uneven development of capitalism is his theory of permanent revolution.

If it can be said that Trotsky's two theories contain "simple, new, and powerful, unifying ideas" and that they normalize certain anomalies in the Marxist research program do they do this by an arbitrary patching up or do they anticipate novel facts? And if they predict novel facts are these then corroborated? These are Popper's second and third criteria for the advance of scientific knowledge. They also demarcate "mature" from "immature" science, progressive from degenerating research programs.91

5. Predictions

Trotsky shares none of Skocpol's hesitation about making predictions. Writing in 1906, Trotsky not only anticipated the Russian revolution, but the processes whereby it would take place as well as its outcomes. We have already seen how Trotsky predicted the unfolding of the Russian Revolution as a permanent revolution in which "... the proletariat, on taking power, must, by the very logic of its position, inevitably be urged toward the introduction of state management of industry."92 But the Russian revolution had to be a permanent revolution not only in the sense of moving from bourgeois democratic to socialist goals but also in the sense of moving from Russian soil to the advanced capitalist countries of Europe. "Without the direct State support of the European
proletariat the working class of Russia cannot remain in power and convert its temporary domination into a lasting socialist dictatorship. Of this there cannot for one moment be any doubt."93 The fate of the Russian revolution is tied to the fate of the revolution in Europe.

Trotsky fulfills Popper’s second and third criteria for the advance of knowledge and Lakatos’s requirement that a progressive research program is one that goes beyond existing facts to predict new ones. If he is successful in anticipating the Russian Revolution, he is wide of the mark in his anticipation of revolution in Western Europe. Where did Trotsky slip up? He argues that the Russian revolution could spread into Europe in a number of ways. “The Russian revolution would certainly give a strong impetus to the proletariat movement in the rest of Europe, and in consequence of the struggle that would flare up, the proletariat might come to power in Germany.”94 The Russian revolution would most likely spread to Poland forcing the Germany and Austrian states to declare war against the new powers. “But a European war inevitably means a European revolution.”95 Finally, France’s implication in the Russian economy would mean that a declaration of state bankruptcy in Russia could create such an economic crisis in France as to lead to revolution there.

Behind the optimism lies the assumption that the working class in Europe was prepared to grab the earliest opportunity for revolution. What evidence does Trotsky offer in 1906? He refers to the growing strength of social democracy. Here he distinguishes between the conservatism of European socialist parties and the radicalism of the workers who therefore would eventually have to take history into their own hands. Deutscher refers to this view as a “necessary illusion” without which Lenin and Trotsky would never have had the courage to lead the revolution in Russia.96 Despite set-back after set-back, Trotsky would retain, what Kruskaya referred to as, his underestimation of the apathy of the working class.

Such revolutionary optimism can also be found in his treatises on fascism written while in exile on the Isle of Prinkipo. Between 1930 and 1933 Trotsky’s writings predicted the rise of German fascism and the threat this would pose to international peace and the socialist movement. While almost everyone else was belittling changes afoot in Germany, Trotsky saw their true significance in prophetic detail. Relentlessly but without success he fought against the Comintern’s identifica-
tion of fascism and social democracy, a strategy that divided the four-and-a-half million Communists against the socialists when only their unity could have saved German civilization from barbarism. To the end Trotsky had faith that the German working class would rise up against Hitler and forestall the tragedy he had anticipated.

History turned out otherwise. Trotsky's analyses were time and again shipwrecked on the rock of the Western proletariat. It would be another Marxist, Antonio Gramsci, who would carry Marxism forward, incorporating Trotsky's understandings into a broader interpretation that would try to come to terms with the failure of the revolution in the West. In his *Prison Notebooks* Gramsci takes Trotsky to task for extending the theory of permanent revolution to modern European societies. The Paris Commune spells the end of a period when frontal assault on the state was possible. After 1870 in Europe generally, the extension of education, the elaboration of legal institutions, and above all the emergence of political parties and trade unions, in short the development of civil society, require the building up of ideological and organizational forces in a "trench warfare" before conquering the state. Following Gramsci's military metaphors, the war of position takes precedence over the war of movement. Trotsky's theory of permanent revolution reflects "the general-economic-cultural-social conditions in a country in which the structures of national life are embryonic and loose, and incapable of becoming 'trench or fortress.'" "In Russia, the state was everything, civil society was primordial and gelatinous: in the West there was a proper relation between State and civil society, and when the State trembled a sturdy structure of civil society was at once revealed." 

This is obviously no place to enter into a discussion of Gramsci's theory of ideology and politics. Two points are worthy of note. First, it throws into relief Skocpol's failure to theorize the differences between modern and classical revolutions. Rather than breaking the past from the present, Gramsci uses the past to highlight what is distinctive about the present and future. Second, it demonstrates the progressive development of a research tradition. Gramsci builds a new belt of theory to protect the Marxist core against anomalies generated by classical Marxism of the Second International and Russian Marxism as well as pointing to the future. These anomalies, the biggest being the failure of revolution in the West, are not refutations of Marxism but "puzzles" requiring the elaboration of the Marxist "research program."
My introduction of Gramsci to illustrate the elaboration of a research tradition should not be misunderstood. I am not using Gramsci to load the dice in favor of Trotsky as against Skocpol. Trotsky stands by himself. His superiority cannot be reduced to a sensitivity to molecular processes but involves a self-conscious commitment to a research tradition, forcing him to wrestle with well-defined anomalies and thereby leading him to create new theories with new predictions.

6. History of the future

In seeking a history of the past separated from the future, Skocpol appeals to "the facts." She is in search of those causal associations that will once and for all explain classical revolutions. Trotsky dialogues with the past in search of a future whose possibilities lie in the present. The reconstruction of history becomes a vehicle for understanding ways out of a continually changing present. Because it is relative to the future, his history has no permanence. "The absolute in history is not something in the past from which we start; it is not something in the present, since all present thinking is necessarily relative. It is something still incomplete and in the process of becoming — something in the future towards which we move, which begins to take shape only as we move towards it, and in the light of which, as we move forward, we gradually shape our interpretation of the past."\textsuperscript{100} "Good historians," writes Carr, "whether they think about it or not, have the future in their bones."\textsuperscript{101} Trotsky does think about it. He examines the French and failed German revolutions to anticipate the Russian revolution.

As Marxism tries to grab onto an always changing target, the possibility of socialism, so it too must continually transform itself.

Marxism is above all a method of analysis — not analysis of texts, but analysis of social relations. Is it true that, in Russia, the weakness of capitalist liberalism inevitably means the weakness of the labour movement? Is it true for Russia, that there cannot be an independent labour movement until the bourgeoisie has conquered power? It is sufficient merely to put these questions to see what a hopeless formalism lies concealed beneath the attempt to convert an historically-relative remark of Marx's into a supra-historical axiom.\textsuperscript{102}

Marxism must keep up with history while maintaining a commitment to its hard core premises.
History belied Marxism's early optimism, which anticipated socialist revolution in Europe. This led Trotsky to focus on what Marx had overlooked, namely the combined and uneven character of capitalist development, and from there it was a short move to study the economic and political relations among states, as well as the different ways of fusing class structures. He was able to anticipate the Russian Revolution but was unable to come to terms with the continuing failure of revolution in the West. Gramsci, by focusing on the different character of state and civil society in the West and the East, anticipated the trajectory of European socialist movements. He helped to lay the foundation of what is today known as Western Marxism, with its stress on ideological factors. As a result Marxists have developed a new appreciation for cultural forms in earlier history. The strangulation of socialist movements in the Third World after the Second World War called for new theories of underdevelopment. Armed with such theories, highlighting the international character of the capitalist economy, Immanuel Wallerstein reconstructed the entire history of capitalism. More recently, events in Eastern Europe generate a new set of "puzzles," namely workers' struggles for socialism in the garb of nationalism and against so-called socialist states. This calls for the elaboration of Marxist theories of state socialism, shedding a different light on earlier struggles for socialism. Challenged by feminist theory, itself in part provoked by the expansion of women's participation in the economy and public life, Marxism has been forced to incorporate gender into its understanding of political economy and class formation, not only in the present, but in the past too.

As history unfolds, so it throws up anomalies, usually crystallized in epochal events, compelling Marxism, on pain of degeneration, to reconstruct itself, but on an enduring foundation. From the reconstruction of Marxism follows the reconstruction of history as we now see the past through different eyes, from the standpoint of different possibilities in the future. If Marxism must keep up with history, so too does the interpretation of history keep up with Marxism.

7. Standing at the center of history

In seeking an "objective" history of the past, Skocpol projects herself outside history. The self-acknowledged influences of the present are confined to the selection of the problem. Participation in her social
world stops precisely where the scientific process begins. Trotsky's "objective" history is of a different sort:

When we call a historian objective, we mean, I think, two things. First of all, we mean that he has the capacity to rise above the limited vision of his own situation in society and in history – a capacity which ... is partly dependent on his capacity to recognize the extent of his involvement in that situation, to recognize, that is to say, the impossibility of total objectivity. Secondly, we mean that he has the capacity to project his vision into the future in such a way as to give him a more profound and more lasting insight into the past than can be attained by those historians whose outlook is entirely bounded by their own immediate situation.\textsuperscript{103}

Here the historian recognizes that she is standing on the fault line connecting the past to the future, that engagement with and in the world is not separate from the scientific process but its very essence. Thus, Trotsky saw his participation in Russian history as integral to the reconstruction of Marxism in order better to understand the possibilities of socialism.

But such participation proved to be a two-edged sword. We have focused on Trotsky's theory of revolution in *Results and Prospects* because of its similarities to Skocpol's work. We might equally have focused on his famous 1904 piece – *Our Political Tasks*. It was a vituperative but prophetic attack on Bolshevism as a form of Jacobinism: "Lenin's methods lead to this: the party organization [the caucus] at first substitutes itself for the party as a whole; then the Central Committee substitutes itself for the organization; and finally a single 'dictator' substitutes himself for the Central Committee."\textsuperscript{104}

The irony of history cast Trotsky in the role of executor and then victim of the direst predictions he made in 1904 and 1906. To the young Trotsky, Marxism and Jacobinism were diametrically opposed but as a post-revolutionary leader he would be a most ardent defender of Bolshevism as Jacobinism. He would organize the militarization of labor, advocate the destruction of trade unions, and squash the Kronstadt uprising – all in the name of the revolution. He became ensnared in the very forces that he anticipated would be unfurled if the Russian revolution were not followed by revolution in the West. His practice became a living violation of the Marxism of his youth. Not surprisingly his understanding of the world around suffered. For him this was not a period of great prophecy. Only later in exile, as the most celebrated victim of the revolutionary process he had predicted and then partici-
pated in, did Trotsky regain some of his youthful flare for Marxist reconstruction. In his struggle against Stalinism he could reconnect to his original Marxist principles. His interpretation of the historical significance of the Russian Revolution, culminating in *The Revolution Betrayed* (whose original title was, *What is the Soviet Union and Where is it Going?*), was another breakthrough in the history of Marxism. Yet even here Trotsky’s analysis is haunted by his involvement in the revolutionary process – the unquestioning endorsement of the Soviet Union’s original socialist credentials and a future limited to either capitalism or socialism.

Trotsky’s contributions to the history of the Soviet Union suggest that no engagement with the world fosters the progressive reconstruction of Marxism but one that is congruent with its principles. His contributions to the study of Western capitalism point to the importance of engagement per se. Although he had an impressive understanding of the distinctive state structures of capitalist societies, he never came to grips with their ideological foundations, the lived experience they engendered. Where Trotsky’s horizons stop, Gramsci’s begin. Even though he was imprisoned, tortured by illness, with access to few books and forced to write in code to escape his censors, he was able to rebuild Marxism out of reflections on the failure of the “Italian revolution” of 1919–1920. In fact, one might say that his imprisonment protected him from the Stalinist purges that dealt such a fateful blow to human lives but also to the development of Marxism.

Trotsky and Gramsci had the advantage of being part of a living intellectual and political tradition in a world they had helped to shape. In quieter times, comfortably protected by the walls of academia, it is easy to forget that we are *simultaneously* participant in and observer of history. It is second nature for us to believe that our role as observer has a distinctive objectivity. We have seen, however, how illusory that objectivity can be. Skocpol’s contribution comes not from its pronounced source – induction from the “facts” – but as passive refraction of changes in the world around her. Her contribution would have had greater scientific import had she struggled to bring her participation in that world from subsidiary to focal awareness. But such a struggle would have to be disciplined by a commitment to an explicit research program.
Conclusion

In terms of the criteria for the growth of knowledge formulated by Popper, I have tried to demonstrate the superiority of the methodology of research program over the methodology of induction. Although the argument used Skocpol's and Trotsky's theories of revolution as illustrations, I constructed general claims organized around the contexts of discovery (induction versus deduction), justification (verification versus falsification and prediction), and scientist (external to or part of the object of knowledge). So long as philosophers of science were concerned to discover the scientific method, they could successfully compartmentalize these contexts. However, as soon as they became concerned to explain the development of scientific knowledge, they quickly discovered, as we have, that these contexts are irretrievably intertwined. So we require alternative categories for comparing methodologies.

(a) Grounds of scientific objectivity. I have tried to demonstrate that the method of induction stands on a false objectivity. While it claims to generate explanations that map the empirical world, it actually erects barriers to the comprehension of that world. Not “the facts” but methodological premises and arbitrary explanatory hunches become the hidden anchors for theoretical conclusions. The method is at odds with its aims. Paradoxically, the methodology of the research program, precisely because it is self-consciously anchored in a complex of moral values, a conceptual system, models (analogies and metaphors) and exemplars – what Skocpol refers to as “blinders or heavily tinted lenses,” what Lakatos refers to as negative and positive heuristics – creates a more effective dialogue with those “historical patterns.” Blindness comes not from pre-existing theories but from failing to recognize their necessity and then failing to articulate and defend their content.

(b) Problem versus puzzle oriented science. The method of induction claims to be outside and beyond theoretical traditions. Thus Skocpol reduces the classics of Marx, Weber, and Durkheim to inspirations, sources of hypotheses, and even to variables out of which a true macro sociology can be forged. “Compelling desires to answer historically grounded questions, not classical theoretical paradigms, are the driving force [of historical sociology].” We select a problem that takes our fancy and induce its solutions from the facts. Since, in the final analysis there is only one theory compatible with the facts, there is no need to go through the falsification of alternative theories or put one's own
theory through severe tests. The methodology of research programs, on the other hand, is concerned to solve puzzles, that is, anomalies thrown up by its expanding belt of theories, discrepancies between expectations and "facts." The health and vitality of a research program depends not on the concealment, obfuscation, denial of anomalies but on their clear articulation and disciplined proliferation. Continual dialogue between theory and data through falsification of the old and the development of new hypotheses with predictions of novel facts is of the essence of a progressive research program. Trotsky's prophetic powers all originate in, even if they are not determined by his commitment to Marxism – a recognition of its anomalies and the need to solve them in an original manner.

(c) Internal versus external history. The method of induction regards the facts as irreducible and given, the problem is to come to an unbiased assessment of them. Science grows by the accumulation of factual propositions and inductive generalizations. This is its internal history. "But the inductivist cannot offer a rational 'internal' explanation for why certain facts than others were selected in the first place." Problem choice, as we said above, is part of the "external" history relegated to footnotes, prefaces, or to the "sociology of knowledge." By contrast, the methodology of research programs incorporates into its internal history what is branded as metaphysical and external by inductivists, namely its hard core postulates and its choice of puzzles. What is reconstructed as scientifically rational in the one appears as scientifically irrational in the other.

Although what is constituted as rational in research programs encompasses much more than the rationality of induction, nevertheless even here external forces necessarily influence the scientific process. This is particularly so in the social sciences where the object of knowledge autonomously generates new anomalies that the positive heuristic has to absorb. External forces can be seized upon as opportunities for the rational growth of knowledge, but they can also be the source of irrationality. Thus, research programs become degenerate when they seal themselves off from the world they study or when that world wrenches the research process from its hard core. Marxism is particularly sensitive to external history. Where it seeks to change the world it is more likely to be sensitive to anomalies than where it is a dominant ideology and thus more vulnerable to the repression of anomalies.

Obviously the methodology of research programs has its own distinc-
tive problems that energize its development. Is it possible to identify a single core to a research program or are there a family of cores and how does the core change over time? What is the relation between positive and negative heuristics? How easy is it to distinguish between progressive and degenerating research programs? How do we know that an apparently degenerating program will not recover its old dynamism? How does one evaluate the relative importance of progressive and degenerating branches of the same program? Is it possible to stipulate the conditions under which it is rational to abandon one research program in favor of another? Such problems notwithstanding I hope I have made a case for the superiority of the methodology of research programs over the methodology of induction as a mode of advancing social science.
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Notes

1. It is important to emphasize that those who have criticized the use of the “scientific method” to study the social world have also accepted older “positivist” definitions of science. The critique of sociology as a science is frequently based on outdated conceptions of science. The irony is that the alternative “interpretive” approaches to sociology, proposed by humanists with an anti-scientific bent, often turn out to be similar to the historical understandings of science as found in, for example, Michael Polanyi, *Personal Knowledge* (Chicago: University of Chicago, 1958), Thomas Kuhn, *The Structure of Scientific Revolutions* (Chicago, University of Chicago, 1970), Stephen Toulmin, *Human Understanding* (Princeton: Princeton University, 1972), Paul Feyerabend, *Against Method* (London: Verso, 1975), or Imre Lakatos, *The Methodology of Scientific Research Programmes* (Cambridge: Cambridge University, 1978). In this article I follow Lakatos’s methodology not because it best fits Trotsky’s approach but because it most satisfactorily explains the growth of scientific knowledge.


3. It is particularly strange, therefore, to find Skocpol vilifying Marxism along with other theories because it “theorize[s] on the basis of a voluntarist image of how revolutions happen ... focus[es] primarily or exclusively upon intranational conflicts and processes of modernization ... analytically collapse[s] state and society or they reduce political and state actions to representations of socioeconomic forces and interests” (*States and Social Revolutions*, 14). Inexplicably, we hear nothing of Trotsky – neither his view of history as a dramatic script in which actors can only interpret their assigned parts, nor his theory of the combined and uneven development of capitalism on a world scale, nor even his obsessive interest in the autonomy of the state! Indeed, throughout the whole of her book she refers to him twice and then only in passing: first in connection with his remark that 1905 was a dress rehearsal for 1917 and second, when describing the organization of the Red Army (*States and Social Revolutions*, 94 and 217). There is no reference to his theory of the Russian Revolution or indeed to his writings on the French Revolution or his prophetic commentaries on the Chinese revolution.
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